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(TN: Names Qf, _, thc;,se enshr,tned at YUSUKUNI at the 3rd ceremony under 
G E A War 22 of April, Army ·_ 19,683 -- Navy - 304. Includes those up 
to April 1941. 

MANCHURIAN Incident: Capt Saburo FURUYA and 44 men. 
Col Jisaburo ICHIMURA and 1299 others. 

CHINA Incident: Maj Gen Akio KOBAYASHI and 12,773 others. 
Lt Gen Shitoshi KITANI and 5,567 others. · 

Navy: 

CHINA In~ident: Admiral Mineo OSUMI and 149 others. 
· (Engr) Capt Tomi~a SHIGEtvfATSU and 195 others. 

Also included are 33 crew members of ships employed in transport 
operations on YANGTSE R or in SOUTH CHINA SEAS, 20 men despatched by 
Railway Ministry~ ·10 Red Cross hurses, 4 KOREAN .interpreters, and ~3 
Army and Navy civilian employees.) 

~ -o0o-

(TN: Ar7!1y Officers .Kill~d in Defense of Their Country.) 

Lt Gen Shitos~ KITANI (TN.: or KIDANI) 
;, 

·,11 , (Intend) Lt Gen Torao OTSUKA 

Maj Ge~ Akio KOBAYASHI 

II !I (Illegible) 

G 
I. ~ Maj en TetsuJ;i.r:o. KANZAKI 

(Med ) Lt Gen Michitaro HIR0TSUJI 

) 
-,. I 

(Inf Co], Jir:o HARADA 
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(Inf) Col K~ki;hi (TN: 1K~) ISHIBASHI (TN: or ISHIHASHI) AICHI 

(Inf) Col Yoshimi CHIKAZAWA KOCHI 

(Inf) Col t:itsuru TOKUMARU KUMA1iOTO 

(Inf) Col Naozo SUZUKI (TN: unclear) 

(Inf) Col Riei !iASEBE. NIIGATA 

(Gav) Col Kinyo NAGAH0RJ · CHIBA 

(Arty) Col Araichiro· KUWAHARA .(TN: or KlJWABA.RA)' TOKYO 

(Arty) Col Yutaka YOSHIDA . KYOTO 

(Engr) Col Seiichi MIZUTANI (TN: or VJZUN0YA) AICHI 

Col Tamotsu TAK.ilTSUKI (TN: or TAKi'..ZUKI) AICHI 

Col Jisaburo ICHIMURA '.I'OKYO 

Col Hideo ONCHI OKAYAMA 

Col Kenju_ OKAZAKI FUKUOKA 

Col Hidebumi KINOSHITA CHIBA 
I 

(Inf) Lt Col Seijir; UEDA OSAKA . 

('Inf) Lt Col Shigeo NOJO 

(Inf) Lt Col Sa bur; ITAKURA (TN.: ITAGURA) : 

(!Bf) Lt Col Takeo ISHIKA~'fA 

(Inf) Lt Col Shigetaro (TN: ?) SUZUKI 
., . l 

(Inf) Lt Col Ari toki BHr'BA 

(Gav) Lt Col Takeo TSUGE 

(Engr) Lt Col Masaji HIRANO 

' (Engr) Lt Col Takaro (TN: t fo tp )MIZUMA 

Lt Col Kiyoshi KOGA 

Lt Col Hideo KAMEI 

Lt Col Suehiko CHUMA 
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Lt Col Kiyoshi TAMURA 

Lt Col Chozaburo WATANABE . 

(Intend) Lt Col No buya MACHI NO 

(i,ied) Lt Col Keni (TN: ?jll.J ~ )IMAJ..iURA 
, "- . 

(Med) Lt Col Tetsuya Y.A1iAGUCHI 

(Med) Lt Col Hideo YUASA 

(Inf) Maj Ryoichi MATSUMOTO 

(Inf) Maj Noboru ISHI KAWA (TN: unclear) 

(Inf) Maj Ko (or Hiro) KOBAYASHI 

(Inf) Maj Shigemasa SUZUKI 

(Inf) Maj Shigeru TAKAZONO 

(Inf ~ .Maj Shotaro Yfilf.AGJ...WA 

(Inf), Maj Haruichi SHIRANE 

(Inf) . Maj :·Kumahiko NAKAGAWA 

(Inf) Maj ·Naosuke YONEtHTSU 

(Inf.) Maj Masaru 1'.BURl1.KIZONO 

(Inf) Maj Ninsaku '.Vf,.TAN,lBE 

'(Inf) Ma j Yashichi TciJDA:A 

(Inf) Maj ' Ichiro ASAI 

(Inf) llfaj Tokio, KOBJ..YASHI 

(Inf) Maj Kinsaburo SUGii. 

(Inf) Maj i1H noru I NOUE 

(Cav) Ma j Kenshiro KUEO 

(TN: 

( TN : 

?) 

? ) 

( i.rty) iviaj Tomorriine ( TN:~ M! ) ASHIWJ...RA ( TN: 
' or ASHIHJ.&:i. ) 

(ilrty) Maj Tokuma HAYATA 

j~ .:2-(Arty) Maj Nobutaka (TN: ? 'l;;j~) KUSUMI 
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(Arty) Maj,Masato NAGATA (TN: or MIZUTA) KUMAMOTO 

(Arty) Maj Yoshio KO~Y~S.HI . CHIBA 

(Engr) ~.'.aj Xoshiro NANAZAWA (TN: or SHICHISAWA) MIYAGI 

(Engr) lliaj Tonosuke YAi.'viADA AKITA 

(Air) Maj Kaneichi SANO ISHIKAWA 

( Transp Corps) ·Maj Sh;i..geru KOBAYASHI MIYAGI 

Maj Sumio TSUEOTA FUKUI 

Maj Kakuo YAMAl.vi.OTO OKAYAMA 

Maj Susumi IWAZAKI (TN: or . r.lASAKI) YAMAGUCHI 

Maj Shin YAMADA HIROSHIMA 

Maj Yoshikichi YOSHIMOTO TOKUSHIMA 

Maj Naoichi SUGIHARA \ TN: or SUGIWARA) YAMAGUCHI 

Maj Naritomo MATSIBtAOTO FUKUOKA 

Maj Kojiro KA'.JAGUCHI FUKUOKA 

Maj Yosh;i..ki FUJIMOTO NAGASAKI 

Maj Mitsuzo IMATOMO NAGASAKI 

Maj Yasuku CHINNO (TN: or? Suku CHINNOYA/ 
JINNOYA) FUKUSHIMA 

Maj Masao UCHIMURA KAGOSHIMA 

Maj Kikuo TAKEI.JiURA AKITA 

Maj Yasuichi TAKEUCHI (TN: or TAKENOUCHI) AOMORI 

Maj Kojiro KONDO AKITA 

(Med) Maj Yoshinari KURAUCHI OKAYAMA 
I 

(Med) Maj Hideo SHIBA OITA 

(Veterinary) Maj Takashi KAKINOMOTO FUKUOl\A ... 

r 
I 
L 

DEC~-..__ 
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Admiral Mineo OSUMI 

Vice Admiral Hikojiro SUKA 

Capt. Eichi SHIRAHAMA 

Capt Takao KU:OOTA 

Capt Junichi NEGI 
,~ 

( Engr) Capt Tomi ta (TN: ,%J 1~ ) SHIGEMATSU 

(SC) Capt Chugoro TATSID.il 

Lt Comdr Hideo EATSUDA 
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Air Raids are Inevitablel Prepare Yourselves1 
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Remember April lSl It was on this day last year a day that filled 
us with resentment -- that the devilish US planes made their first attack 
on our homeland, bombing aimlessly TOKYO, KOBE and other areas, .and straf
ing the helpless school children. 1foreover, suffering from his bitter 
experience, the enemy i s probably planning a large scale attack. Realiz
ing the difficulties of island-hopping from the SOUTH SEA Area to threaten 
our homeland, the enemy i s ranting pbout, a mass attack by different tactics. 
The settling of, the weather in Spring will be the most probable time for 
the enemy to spring his attack. Since air attacks are inevitable, it will 
be necessary to make very complete preparations. 

Here is th~ record of an interview with the Central District Ar~~Y---, 
Chief of S~aff, Maj Gen michio KUNITAICE a£!d_Maj Ge£! Na,gahide NANKAKQ, \ 
Superintendant of Air Hq at OSAKA, (TN: KOKUHOMBU OSAKA KAN'I'OKKANeHO) which 
we pre~enti in the hopes that it will speed up the resolution of the nation. 

Interview with Central Army Chief of Staff, KUNITAKE, and Maj Gen 
NANKA.KU. (TN.: Subtitle to newspaper picture.) 

Mr HIGASHIGUCHI, managing editor of this paper: 

."Recently., the air raid consciousness of the people, as a whole, 
has progressed·to a certain extent, and it can be th9ught that the civil
ian populace is do.ing fairly active work in air def\;mse. However, I be
lieve the situat_ion leaves much to be desired . . _Consequently the /import
ance of/ air defense should be fully recognized. by the people and such a 
state of r eadiness should be maintained that in case of emergency there 
will be no _piishaps. I believe that we must train ourselves sufficiently 
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to act in the most satisfactory manner ·as concerns civilian ·atr defense. 
I wi],.l ta.ke this oppor.tunity to beg of both your excellencies that ·you 
give, the .people a deeper recognition of the meaning o~ air de.fe1:se, and 
that _you ·strengthen the feelings of the people in regard to /air defense/. 

· That is· the ,. purpose of ~his interview." · 

Mr MIYAZAKI, City ~itor, this paper: 

111 don't know whether there is any other route of attack by the 
enemy besides the four most probable routes, ~ut froi:n rumors th~t weather 
conditions have improved in the ALEUTIANS Sector, /do you believe that 
there is•,·a possibility of an attack from that route?/11 

Maj Gen KUNI TAKE: -- · 

"I am not very familiar .with. the weather conditions in the ALEUTIANS 
Area, but it has been generally thought that fly'fng is impossible in that 
cold climate. However, the islands occupied by our BUTAI at present in 
the ALEUTIANS have been subjected to numerous air raids, so .there is no 
telling when the enemy ,planes may spring their attack on our homeland. 
Although the attack on· the homeland may nQt be easily carried out because 
of changing weather conditions, it could b~ carried out at any moment, 
because air attacks are possible oven during cold weather. Moreover, 
according to reports, the enemy has advanced his bases considerably 
closer to our homeland. If he . were to fly from the advanced bases, tqe 
distance to the homeland would be decreased, and given favorable meteor
ological conditions it stands to r ·eason that air attacks are possible. 11 

Edito.r: 

"Next, is there a. possibility of' air attacks via the CENTRAL PACIFIC 
Attack Route -- /or/ from aircraft carriers?" 

Ma.j Gen NANKAKU: 

11At present, this is the most practicable possibility. It is said 
.that the enemy is building quantities of large long range planes and, 
although we are 81 000 kilometers from American soil, the sto~y is that 
they are producing planes which can make this in a round trip. Be that 
as it may, the possibility of a ccrrier raid is certainly quite definite. 11 

Editor: 

"~'lh~t do you think of 
and bombing our homeland? 
been abandoned--how is the 
are engaged? 11 

1ia,i Gen KUNITAKE: 

the enemy's island hopping plan for ·attacking 
From r eports, it seems that this operation has 
situation in the SOL0110N Area in which they 

11At the present, there doesn't seem ~o be such a large force t.here, 
so I think that tbey have given up t he idea of a series of attacks from 
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that area. Moreover, we have made suitable preparations, too, making 
it rather difficult for the enemy to make progress from that theater. 
Also they claim that the time spent in that area plays only a small 
part in their plans; so I believe that island hopping by manpower can 
be considered a secondary matter and the combination of air attacks 
with the destruction of communication lines by subnarihes, a primary 
matter in their plans . 11 

Editor: 

"What do you think of an air attack from the mainland of CHINA? 

Mai Gen KUNITAKE: 

11 I believe that this is possible even now. If we take the American 
viewpoint in studying the various areas for attacking JAPAN, the fact 
that it is the nearest approach is the outstanding factor and the com
paratively small weather and atmospheric changes are the next outstand
ing factor. Considering these factors, it can be s~id that air attacks 
are imminent. It seems that the US Air Force in CHINA have been strength
ened considerabl y and are being strengthened more than ever this year . 
Consequently, I think, as ROOSEVELT and his Coll eagues have stated, their 
first attack will be made from CHINA . Fortunately, planes of our CHINA 
Expect Army have kept up a steady attack on their points of departure, so 
that they have not been able to come. However, if the enemy should get 
more effi cient planes and l eave their bases i n CHINA with a large force , 
I think that some might come over without being detected . This is the 
most important problem we must face, in particular, if the enemy were to 
settl e down in earnest to the problem, they coul d bring planes from I NDIA 
and form a large force in CHINA. I don't believe there are many more 
than a thousand pl anes now in CHINA, but they can always get more from 
I NDIA if they want to increase the figure . If they are to be transported 
on ships from the US, they will need protection from the fleet and the 
enemy must expect action on the sea; so, at the present time, I don•t 
believe this method would be feasible . I believe the main objective of 
the enemy will be to utilize CHINA as the most advantageous position from 
which to attack. Consequently, we must be determined to prepare our
selves for air attacks, not under favorabl e weather conditions only but 
at anytime." 

Editor: 

''Are the planes, now in CHINA, mostly from I NDIA?" 

1-.iaj Gen NANKAKU: 

"Ye~; -·it i s ·saip that most of tnem are from I NDi i ... . 11 

l.;a j C-e·n KUNITAKE: 
I 

"Yes, tho planes now in CHINA did come from I NDIA; ther e aro also 
quite a f ew of the SOVIET planes which CHINA had previously and also a 
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